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Odine Wins The Cloud & Edge Computing Innovative 

Award for the 2nd Year in a Row!

Odine Quarterly Newsletter

Press Release

Odine has once again been honored with The Cloud & Edge Computing                     

Innovative Award. This achievement serves as a testament to Odine's                      

unwavering commitment to driving sustainable network transformation through 

cloud-first and software-defined solutions. We extend our sincere gratitude to 
our incredible team and valued partners & clients for their steadfast support.

As we move forward, we remain resolute in our mission to pioneer innovative 

solutions that drive telecom evolution. Together we will build the sustainable 

networks of the future.

Odine has once again ranked among the top 15 ICT 

companies in Türkiye in multiple categories on the 2022 

Top 500 ICT Companies listing!

Europe GCCM 2023 Berlin

Sustainable Telecoms Transformation

Navigating Network Transformation: Odine's Inspiring 

Success Stories

Revolutionizing Voice Solutions 
for Enhanced Efficiency and 
Savings

In this case study, you can find the full 
story: 

The challenge: optimizing voice          

margins with agile capabilities 

The solution: a flexible and intelligent 
voice management system 

The results: a host of cost and 

efficiency savings through virtualization  
The future: ongoing partnership and 

development

Empowering More Sustainable Financial Outcomes for the 

Future of Telecoms

CC-Global Awards 2023 Winners

Odine has ranked among the top 15 ICT companies in Türkiye in multiple                

categories on the 2022 Top 500 ICT Companies listing for the fourth consecutive 

year, and stands out as the second-largest company in the virtualization                

category!

Reflecting our unwavering commitment to professionalism, this recognition 
demonstrates Odine's ongoing dedication to cultivating trust and credibility 

within our partnerships. Furthermore, it highlights Odine's persistent pursuit of 

excellence and underlines our continuous efforts in developing resilient               
software-defined and cloud-based networks of the future.

We would like to thank all our visitors at Europe 2023 GCCM Berlin!

We had a great event and we look forward to meeting you at the next one! 

BATIC 2023

We had a great event at BATIC 2023! It was a successful gathering , uniting        

telecommunications enthusiasts and experts from across the globe. It provided 
an exceptional platform for fostering valuable connections, facilitating             
knowledge acquisition, and encouraging active contributions to the industry's 

expansion and information exchange.

Ribbon EMEA Partner Summit 2023

The Ribbon EMEA Partner Summit 2023, was held in the city of Lisbon from   

September 13th to 14th. This year's summit featured a unique twist with two 

simultaneous learning tracks tailored to both Cloud & Edge Communications and 

IP Optical partners.

As a partner, Odine was pleased to be among the distinguished attendees at this 

remarkable event. Our participation allowed us to witness industry                            

developments aligning seamlessly with our goals to shape trends, celebrate         

current accomplishments, and pave the way for exciting future projects.

Looking ahead, we eagerly anticipate the next year's event, confident that it will 
further elevate our journey of growth and innovation.

Download Case Study

Transforming Legacy Networks 
with Advanced Cloud-Based 
Odine Voice Solutions

In this case study, you can find the full 
story: 

The challenge: transforming a 

20-year-old legacy network

The solution: a cloud-based voice 

platform that reduces costs 

The results: modern networks, 

capabilities and partnerships  

The future: exploring more 
transformation opportunities

Download Case Study

Discover Odine's sustainable 
finance approach

To ensure financial sustainability, telcos 
must pivot their strategic focus                  

towards cutting-edge technologies and 

future-proofed infrastructures. Swift 

adoption of these advancements holds 

the key to expediting ROI for telcos, 
propelling them into a position of          

competitive advantage and enduring 

success.

Download Brochure

Visit our website to learn more              

about our sustainable transformation 

methodology and discover how Odine 

can help you navigate the path to a 

brighter, more sustainable future.
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